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Errata
SUNSTONE neglected to credit Alexis
Kelner and Utah Holiday for the
photograph of the Trevor Southey
painting published :in Volume six,
Number two. We regret this omission.
More on Historians,
The last magazine (March-April, 1981,
Vol. 6, No. 2) included an editorial about
the recent discovery of the Joseph III
blessing. In that essay we thanked
several people who had answered
questions we had about the historical
context of the document. Each had a
unique perspective on the succession
story. We wove these viewpoints into
our own composite interpretation of the
events. In the editorial we failed to
include information about the particular
expertise of each of these historians~an
oversight we wish to correct. Michael
Quinn, of course, wrote the article on
succession which appeared in BYU
Studies in 1976. Ron Esplin, an expert on
Brigham Young, provided information
about Brigham and the extent to which
Joseph turned critical priesthood keys to
the Quorum of the Twelve. Linda
Newell, who is co-authoring a biography
of Emma Smith, shared research on
Joseph III. Scott Kenney, a biographer of
Joseph F. Smith, a~td Ron Walker, of
Heber J. Grant, answered general
questions about the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century.
1982 D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction
Contest
In honor of the sponsor of SUNSTONE’S
fiction contest, next year’s competition
will carry the name of D.K. Brown.
Contest winners will receive cash prizes
totalling $1000. The first place story will
be published in SUNSTONE.
SUNSTONE encourages any interested
writer to submit material. All entries
should in some manner relate to the
experience of the Latter-day Saints. All
varieties of theme, tone, and attitude are
encouraged. Both traditional and
experimental forms will be considered.
High literary quality is mandatory.
Entries are judged by a board of five
independent judges.

ditors
Rules
1. The D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction
Contest is open to all writers. Entries
must be delivered to the SUNSTONE
office or postmarked by I October
1981.
Papers must be typewritten,
double-spaced, on one side of 81/2 by
11 inch paper (not onionskin). Since
manuscripts will not be returned,
contestants should keep a copy and
send in the original. The stories
should not exceed 6,000 words. One
author may submit no more than
three stories.
Each entry must be accompanied by a
signed statement from the author
attesting that it is the contestant’s
original work, that it is not being
considered elsewhere for publication,
that it has not won another contest,
and that it will not be submitted
elsewhere until the contest results
have been announced.
4. Announcement of winning entries
will be made in the January/February
1982 issue of the magazine. SUNSTONE
reserves the right to publish at some
time in the future all articles submitted
but is not obligated to do so; it reserves
the right to make editorial changes as
needed in published entries.
5. Prizes will be awarded as follows:
First prize, $500
Second prize, $250
Third prize, $100
Three honorable mentions, $50 each
Coming in the Next Issue
Mary C. Segers, "Abortion Politics and
Policy: Is There a Middle Ground?"
Richard Sherlock, "A Deafening
Silence: The Church and Abortion"
Richard Van Wagoner and Steve Walker,
"The Return of Thomas B. Marsh"
Alan Frank Keele, "Trailing Clouds of
Glory? Artistic Treatments (and
Mistreatments) of the Pre-existence"
Martin Marty, "Cheerios in Church"
Edwin B. Firmage and J.D. Williams,
"The Institutional Church and the
Individual: The Church in Politics?"

Committee for the S~nS~OnE Endowment
Through SUNSTONE’S publications, the
annual Mormon Theological
Symposium, and a forthcoming
inter-faith lecture series, the SUNSTONE
FOUNDATION hopes to encourage the study
of religious values and beliefs by
bringing together nationally-recognized
LDS and non-LDS scholars and
interested others.
To insure the usefulness and quality of
these programs, a number of prominent
individuals have lent their support to the
establishment of an endowment for the
SUNSTONE FOUNDATION. YOU can help by
giving a tax-deductible donation of any
sum within your means.
Beginning with the July-August issue of
SUNSTONE, the list of endowment
contributors, both individual and
corporate, will be printed under the
following headings: Donors, $25;
Sponsors, $100; Patrons, $500;
Benefactors, $1000 or more; Donations in
Kind. Of course, contributions may be
given anonymously.
The editors and Endowment Committee
members thank you for your aid in this
worthwhile endeavor.
Members of Committee for the S t~NS TONE
ENDOWMENT

Lucybeth Rampton, Chair, Committee for the
Sunstone Endowment
Thomas Alexander, Director, Charles Redd
Center for Western Studies
Marilyn Arnold, Chair, Center for Christian
Values, Brigham Young University
C.arl Arrington, Associate Editor, People
Magazine
H. Brent Beesley, Executive Director, Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corp.
Senator & Mrs. Wallace F. Bennett,
Republican, Utah
Lowell Bennion, Chair, Community Services
Council, Salt Lake City
Douglas C. Braithwaite, Director of
Admissions, Harvard Business School
Richard Cummings, Director of Honors
Program, University of Utah
Judith R. Dushku, President, Exponent II,
Inc.
Edna Clark Ericksen, Utah State Senate, 1933,
Primary General Board
Edwin Firmage, Professor of Law, University
of Utah
David Forsyth, Vice President, McGraw-Hill
Publication Co.
Robert E. Fowles, School of Medicine,
Stanford University
Senator Orrin Hatch, Republican, Utah
U. Carlisle Hunsaker, Instructor, LDS
Institute, Salt Lake City
Edward L. Kimball, J. Reuben Clark Law
School, Brigham Young University
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Stanley Kimball, History, Southern Illinois
University
Anne G. Osborne, Assistant Dean,
University of Utah Medical School, Relief
Society General Board
Representative Wayne Owens, Democrat,
Utah
Chase Peterson, Vice President for Health
Sciences, University of Utah
Marvin Rytting, Psychology, Indiana-Purdue
University
Jan Shipps, Past President, Mormon History
Association
Rev. Jeffrey R. Silliman, Mt. Olympus
Presbyterian Church
John Sorenson, Anthropology and
Archaeology, Brigham Young University
Trevor Southey, Artist

Monsignor Jerome Stoffel, Catholic Diocese,
Salt Lake City
Paul Swenson, Editor, Utah Holiday
Sterling Van Wagonen, Executive Director,
Sundance Institute for Film and Television

applications are contemporary. A person
unacquainted with the climate of
opinion and conditions of today would
not understand them. Prophets of old
likewise were enmeshed in their times
and cultures even as our leaders are
today.
Congratulations!
The scriptures were not written in the
SUNSTONE is especially pleased to
Salt
Lake City or London or Frankfurt or
announce that at the spring meeting of
Sydney of today. They were written
the Mormon History Association in
centuries ago in other lands and cultures
Rexburg Thomas G. Alexander was
and, for the most part, in different
presented MHA’s award for the
This adds to their interest
outstanding article published by a senior languages.
and
value.
But
if we ~ould understand
scholar during 1980. His article., "The
them, we must try to Fut ourselves in the
Reconstruction of Mormon
position of the writers and the people to
Doctrine: From Joseph Smith to
whom they wrote. Admittedly this is
Progressive Theology," was published
but any knowledge we gain of
in the July-August 1980 issue of SUNSTONE difficult,
the
history,
language, and culture of
(Volume Five, Number Four).
scriptural peoples will enhance our
understanding and aF.preciation of their
records. (pp. 4-5.)

The Authors of Scripture
The various writers of scripture are
not alike. Some were prophets of God
who spoke with authority and
conviction and gave us great truths..
Others were unnamed and unknown.
Still others were successors, sons of
former writers, who wrote to continue
the record. This is especially true of the
Book of Mormon.
In the Old Testament we do not know
Understanding the Scriptures
who was the final writer or editor of the
first five books or .of Jcshua, Judges, 1
and 2 Samuel, I and 2 Kings, I and 2
Chronicles, Jonah, Job, and many
The Sunday School Supplement is written by
from Shakespeare:
others. Ecclesiastes, although ascribed to
several interested scholars. Because diverse
In religion,
Solomon, was written much later and by
and wide-ranging material is addressed, the
What damned error, but some sober
another hand. The Psalms were written
Supplement does not necessarily reflect the
brow
not only by David but also by
opinions of the editors or publisher. It is
Will bless it, and approve it with a text songwriters over centuries of Israelite
meant to encourage discussion and further
Hiding the grossness with fair
history. Some were written while the
study and is neither definitive nor
ornament?
Jews were in exile :in Babylon. Proverbs is
authoritative. Questions or
- Merchant of Venice, act 3, scene 2 a collection of writings based on much of
recommendations from readers are
We now follow with a selection of Dr.
Israelite history--a far richer work than
encouraged.
Bennion’s insights--but suggest that the
Solomon could have Froduced by
entire volume is well worth reading.
himself. No one knows who wrote
In this issue of Sunday School
Daniel, ]Ezra, Nehemiah, or the Song of
Supplement we depart from the
traditional practice of quoting from
The Background & Makeup of Scripture Solomon.
What should we conclude from the
several sources in order to provide our
The scriptures were written neither in
readers a survey of a newly published
nature
of the authorship of the Bible? I
heaven nor in a vacuum. They were
would suggest two things. First, the
book which is particularly relevant for
created by prophets and other authors
writings of the great prophets of Israel
members of the Church’s Gospel
who lived at specific times and places in
Doctrine Classes.
and of Paul, James, and John and other
human history. The writers of scripture
known men of the New Testament are
The new book is Lowell L. Bennion’s
were addressing real men and women
likely to be more authoritative
Understanding The Scriptures (Salt Lake
about problems and issues of deep
expressions of doctrine and the will of
City, Utah: Deseret Book, 1981, 88 pp., concern ....
God and Christ than are works of
$5.95). In this concise volume
When General Authorities speak to
narration, of history, ~nd of practical
Mormonism’s patriarch of human values
wisdom by unknown authors. I much
shares with the reader numerous lessons the Saints today, they also speak at a
prefer, for example, the book of Amos to
to be learned and felt prior to a successful definite place and at a definite time to
that of the Song of Solomon. I read Job,
study of the scriptures and in particular people they know. And they talk about
Ecclesiastes, and Proverbs for their
things that concern them today. They
the Old Testament. Perhaps the overall
wisdom and beauty oI language, but not
concern of Dr. Bennion is expressed best speak in the light of age-old gospel
as doctrinal treafi,;es. (pp. 9-10.)
by the following lines which he quotes
principles and perspectives, but the
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Prophets of God are not puppets;
they are more than tape recorders. They
speak for themselves as well as for God.
Under divine influence they rise to
unusual heights, but they are not
infallible, nor do they cease to be human
beings. Joseph Smith wrote that he was
visited by "a brother and sister from
Michigan who thought that ’a prophet is
always a prophet;’ but [he] told them
that a prophet was a prophet only when
he was acting as such" (History of the
Church 5:265). (p. 11.)
Correctness of Translation
To gain full and accurate
understanding of scripture, then, we
would need to know the original
languages--Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek,
Reformed Egyptian, and English. Since
this is beyond the capacity and ambition
of most of us, what should we do? What
is the next best?
Next best is to review the work of
scholars who have been or are
acquainted with the original languages.
This includes contemporary researchers,
because our knowledge of ancient
languages and cultures increases over
time. Even learned men can be biased
and in error. To guard against this, I
suggest we compare the work of a
number of reputable scholars. (p. 12.)
The Religious Intent
In the very beginning of the Genesis
story, two great religious concepts are
stressed: first, "God created the heaven
and the earth," which leaves no doubt
that the creation is the work of God; and
second, after each act of creation, the
scripture states that "God saw that it was
good," noting finally that "it was very
good." Here are two great ideas: God is
the author of creation, and it is
meaningful and good because it is his
handiwork. Blessed is the person of faith
who can believe these two things and
live life consistent with the will of God
that emerges in the rest of the Bible. It is
my belief that the author of Genesis had
no intention of presenting a scientific
analysis of the how of creation. He lived
in a prescientific age without a scientific
vocabulary or interest. But he gloried in
God and wanted him to be the
foundation and fountain of life. The
usage of the word day in scripture
ilustrates the fact that biblical language is
not used with scientific intent. In science
we give a definite and fixed meaning to a
word. It is always used with the same
meaning. Authors of scripture have at
least four meanings for the word
day: twenty-four hours (Genesis 1), "as a
thousand years" (2 Peter 3:8), a definite

setting of a passage, (2) its place in the
book of which the passage is a part, such
as Amos, Job, or Galatians, and (3) its
relationship to the gospel as a whole,
especially the fundamentals.
In the Context of the Passage
It is perfectly proper to quote a single
verse or two of scripture, but in doing so
one should have read what precedes it
and what follows it. Otherwise he may
misrepresent the author’s idea. The
following story illustrates this. (p. 27.)
In Ezekiel 37, a vision of this prophet
is recorded wherein he saw a valley full
Inspired of God but in Man’s Language of dry bones and then saw flesh and
sinews come upon them, "Breath came
Revelation is of God and it is
into them, and they lived." (Ezekiel
authoritative for the believer, but it is
given in man’s language and weakness, 37:10.) Verses 1-14 of this passage have
in his own thinking and understanding. been used to prove the resurrection. It is
Much of it is correction of sin and error or probably not Ezekiel’s purpose in this
passage to establish the doctrine of
affirmation of correct thinking--but
always in words man understands. Men individual resurrection. It is quite
obvious, if one reads the entire book of
do violence to scripture if they ascribe
Ezekiel, that the prophet is talking about
every word of it to God. (p. 23.)
Other passages of scripture reflect the the restoration of Israel as a nation, as a
people, with dry bones as a symbol of
author’s viewpoint or are conditioned
their captivity. The resurrection can be
markedly by the circumstances and
established much more clearly and
comprehension of his audience. This is
true particularly of some of the narrative abundantly in the New Testament or
Book of Mormon. (Note Alma 40, Luke
and historical portions of the Old
Testament, which are not always on the 24, and I Corinthians 15.)
Latter-day Saints should also read the
same high plane that characterizes the
writings of the prophets. For example, 2 rest of chapter 37 with Ezekiel’s purpose
Kings 2:23-24 tells the story of Elisha as in mind. Verses 15-28 tell the
oft-repeated account of the prophet
he was mocked by little children who
said to him, "Go up, thou bald head." It being commanded to write upon two
sticks~ one for Judah and one for Joseph,
says that when he cursed them in the
name of the Lord, two "she bears" came Judah being interpreted as the Bible and
out of the woods and attacked forty-two Joseph as the Book of Mormon. If we
children, supposedly killing them. This read the entire passage in the context of
implies divine retribution for their lack of the total book of Ezekiel, we will find that
the prophet is predicting not only the
respect for a prophet. I, however, am
unable to imagine Jehovah, Jesus Christ co~ning forth of two books or records,
in the meridian of time, the same Jesus but also the restoration and reunion of
Christ who loved little children, turning the two nations~Israel and Judah. The
bears upon them in their innocent folly. Bible and Book of Mormon are records of
Judah and Joseph, respectively, and the
In my judgment the author meant to
coming forth of these two records
show respect of the prophet Elisha, but
lacked understanding of the character of heralds the eventual reunion of the two
God in ascribing such action to him. (pp. nations and should some day even
contribute to Israel’s unification. The
23-24.)
coming forth of the Book of Mormon fits
into this larger hope and faith of the
Reading in Context
prophet Ezekiel. Latter-day Saints often
Over the centuries men in various
ignore Ezekiel’s great interest in unifying
churches and sects have quoted single
Israel and Judah. (pp. 29-30.)
verses or passages of the Bible to prove
their particular beliefs. Sometimes these Standards of Evaluation
texts are used correctly; at other times
An interpretation of scripture can be
they do violence to the author’s
trusted
when it (1) is consistent with
meaning. Using a passage of scripture
gospel
fundamentals
and with the
isolated from its larger setting is called
teachings
and
spirit
of
Christ, (2) is
text-proof method. It is often unfair. (p. confirmed by the promptings
of the
26.)
Spirit, (3) appeals to our ethical
Context means with the text. There are judgment, and (4) has won agreement
three kinds of context: (1) the immediate among persons of good will. (p. 39.)
period of time (Abraham 4), and an
indefinite period of time (Genesis 2:4-5;
Alma 40:8; Moses 1:41). (pp. 16-17.)
Scriptures should be read and
interpreted in the same spirit and with
the same emphasis with which they
were written. Anyone who does not
recognize the essential religious
character of scripture will miss the mark
and misjudge these rich and unusual
writings. Anyone who will look for
religious teachings and inspiration in the
scriptures will find them in great
abundance. (p. 20.)
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Understanding the Old Testament
A most appreciated characteristic of
the Old Testament’s portrayal of
characters is its honesty and candor.
Some writers cover up the humanity of
their religious leaders. Not so with Old
Testament authors. They tell of Jacob’s
deception toward Esau, Isaac, and
Laban, as well as his strength of
character. Moses, revered as the greatest
among the prophets and as the spiritual
founder of his nation, takes honors unto
himself that belonged to God. (See
Numbers 20:10-13 and Deuteronomy
32:48-52.) And David, Israel’s idyllic~
king who defeated the whole of Canaan
in battle, is portrayed as a murderer and
an adulterer--and in the end, as a
pathetic old man. Saul, Israel’s first king,
ends his career in madness, while
Solomon ends his in utter folly. In fact,
most of the kings of Israel and Judah are
described as having done "evil in the
sight of the Lord."

The Old Testament tells the :story of a
great nation and people established by a
covenant betweer~ God and Abraham,
that heroic, generous man of faiith. The
covenant continued through Isaac and
Jacob and was renewed again with
Moses. What a giant was
Moses--prophet, leader, and lawgiver!
He has provided a legacy of strength and
direction to Israel for over three
millennia.
The Old Testament was the first
scripture to put a personal God in the
heart of history--guiding, blessing,
chastising, and trying to fulfill his
purposes through a chosen people. As a
nation, ancient Israel failed
Jehovah---but Israel left us, through her
prophets and writers, a clear picture of
what God demands of any people
worthy of his name, and the hope that
mankind may one day learn to walk
more uprightly before him. (pp. 52-53.)

iews
Bread and Milk and Other Stories
Eileen Gibbons Kump
Brigham Young University Press, 1979
91. pages, $6.95
The controversy rages on: can there
be such a thing as "good Mormon
literature," literature which deals
with the struggles of the heart as well
as with the superficial skimming of
historical facts? William Mulder wrote
in 1954 that "what is needed, perhaps,
is a smaller canvas, a surer
perspective, stories that provide
not so much the movement of history as
the feeling of living experience, the
experience of living things, of very
particular situations."
This Eileen Kump has attempted to do in
Bread and Milk. As a third-generation
Mormon writer, she builds on her
grandmother’s supposedly
commonplace existence to show that
generation’s "practicality and resilie~tce"
and their humanity. The title itself is a
symbol of the everyday, ordinary
commodities which are taken for
granted, yet staples which give strength
and provide life.
Instead of writing a full-fledged novel
such as Maureen Whipple’s GiantJosh ua,
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Kump has chosen eight short stories
which, although based on each stage of
Amy Gibbon’s life, are structurally
independent of each other. (They have,
in fact, been written at different times;
four more were added to the original
~our to make this collection.) Written for
non-Mormon understanding, they deal
more with the development of Amy’s
than with an explanation of
Mormon culture. It is there to be
recognized, however, by a Mormon
audience. The closest she comes to
criticizing that culture occurs in "Sayso
or Sense." Here Amy clashes with the
Priesthood, personified by her
father-in-law who has the final "sayso"
in the design of her house even though
"sense" would dictate otherwise. For the
most part, however, Amy leads a
fulfilled, if hardly questioned, life as a
member of the Church.
What type of heroine then is Amy
Gordon? We see her first in "The
Willows," an obedient older daughter
who nonetheless disobeys, to face, with
courage, a U.S. marshall searching for
her polygamous father. In "China Doll"
her generous, sensitive nature reveals
itself when she allows her most
expensive possession to accompany her

small sister in death. Others think highly
of her. The exotic Lottie in "Jeptha’s
Daughter" realizes she will never be
made May Queen::
The bare truth was simply that she
was ~ot admired the way Amy was
and now that Amy was old enough to
be queen, folks would show their
approval of her by giving her that
honor. Besides, the serious,
industrious girl whose figure carried
the vague suggestion of a dumpling
was plenty goocl-looking enough..
Amy’s fla.-st suitor Bryce Huntington s~es
her as "clew bread and honeycomb; she
was morning."
Amy has a sense of values. In choosing
between an awkward sheepherder and
an eloquent, more dashing young re.an,
she knows that tiny springs which make
poplars grow in the desert are more
important than protestations of love. As
a shy, young pregnant wife, Amy puts
aside her’ personal feelings of
embarrassment and leads the music in
sacrament meeting. Contrasted with her
husband Israel, she exl-dbits warmth and
tenderness to her chil&-en; she is a singer
of nursery rhymes.
Our last glimpse of Amy is as a widow
"waiting to die in a turmoil of ecstasy
and disappointment"--ecstasy at the
thought of rejoining Israel and escaping
more pain, and disappointment that
there is no more time to harvest
vegetables or a few mo::e
great-grandchildren. S~e is trying to
write her recollections, some revealing
her sense of humor and some her
determination to make things right.
Eileen Kump’s style is both the book’s
strength and its weakness. She writes
simply and with understanding which
shows Mormons as human beings. She
never preaches in dramatizing the
events of ordinary experience. By
writing so clearly, she does indeed
accomplish her objective of "reflecting
the lack of modern complexity in most of
Amy’s life." Still, something seems to be
missing in this miscellaneous collection.
Realizing that the short story form :is
entirely respectable, the reader,
nevertheless, expects something more
from this ,cycle. Although The Giant
Joshua is a flawed book, in some respects
it is a more satisfying one--it does no.t
leave so much to the imagination. We
want to know how Israel proposed to
Amy, how their marriage grew and
developed, how Israel’s relationship
with his first son progressed. Was he
more understanding with the sons who
followed? The novel format would have
allowed answers for the se questions.

I do not mean to suggest that Bread and
Milk is not a worthwhile book, because it
is. Mrs. Kump has a talent of deftly
capturing a moment in time and making
it vivid. But cameo iportrayals do not
provide enough substance to answer
questions about the nature of mortality
with which a truly i~eat novel struggles
The book does, however, admirably
qualify as "good Mormon literature"; it
will be interesting to read further works
by this author.
Lissa Thompson
LISSA THOMPSON iis an instructor of
English for the Davis U. of U. Division of
Continuing Education.

in a suddenly-encyclopedia-sounding
paragraph.
Mormonism is represented only in the
most tangential ways. Travis’s hired
man Joe has to go home on Sundays and
Monday evenings, "the night set aside
by his Mormon faith to be with his
family." (Joe is nineteen; why isn’t he on
a mission?) Travis purchased his horse
from a Mormon rancher. But his living
room is furnished with "Salvation Army
rejects." No Deseret Industries in Delta?
LaRaine first describes Utah as a "raw,
harsh, grimy, empty, choking
wasteland," a "desolate, godforsaken
hole of the world," and wonders, none
too originally, why "somebody hasn’t
given Utah back to the Indians." When
she is fired from the movie set and forced
A Land Called Deseret
to cook and clean for Travis in order to
Janet Dailey
earn plane fare to California, she
Harlequin Books, 1979
(naturally) falls in love with Travis and
Janet Dailey’s ambitious goal is to write a Utah simultaneously and finds herself
novel set in every state in the Union. A
thinking, as she contemplates a sunset
Land Called Deseret is Utah’s own
with him (preparatory to another redhot
Harlequin.
smoochie-touchie session), that Utah
has "a subtle beauty all its own."
A Harlequin it is. Handsome, older
well-to-do rancher (Travis McCrea)
Now I know there’s a market for these
encounters the young, indecisive,
things. My evening class English
beautiful starlet (LaRaine Evans), and
students, who brought this book to my
they move toward their goal of True
attention in the first place, refer to the
Love despite such obstacles as their own other Dailey books by number. They also
tell me that LaRaine appears in a subplot
personalities, the threat of another
woman, a possible other suitor, and an
of the Alabama novel (providing her
incompetent relative. Other Harlequin
with the heartbroken "past" that Travis
features: torrid embraces and total lack
heals) and as the dangerous Other
of communication between the two for a Woman in the Arizona one, while Travis
hundred pages.
carries his stunning profile through the
A Utah novel, however, it is not. A note Texas plot (which is presumably what
turned his temples gray). Does so
on the back cover reveals that Janet’s
faithful a following deserve parsimony
husband Bill does the research for these
in the use of character as well as miserly
novels--few ornamental swatches of
local color draped over the basic plot, not and unintegrated research?
always accurately and not often
On the other hand, maybe the
felicitously.
inexhaustible supply has simply met the
insatiable demand.
The action takes place in Delta, but we
see absolutely nothing of the town
Pamela Gillie Carson
except for a motel and a fabric store. It is
movie-making that brings LaRaine (now PAMELA GILLIE CARSON is in the English
that could be a Utah name but she’s from department of Murray Community
Education.
Alabama) to Delta, but Delta hardly
seems hospitable country for movies.
To Utah
Was Janet thinking of Moab?
Edward L. Hart
At another point, Travis and LaRaine
Brigham Young University Press, 1980
pose dramatically on a ranch hilltop
pages; $5.95
while he explains that Deseret comes
"from the Book of Mormon or the Old
To Utah, the title of Edward Hart’s book,
Testament. It means ’land of the
is a dedication. And so are the poems
honeybees’ "and points out Topaz
within, each in its own way a dedication
Mountain (an igneous formation) which to the multi moods, facets, and
is "covered with topaz, amber [found
profundities of life. The volume is richly
only in sedimentary strata], and other
varied in tone and theme, from the soft
gemstones." He takes her to see a herd of music and dignity of "The
wild mustangs (near Delta?) and
Gathering": "(They)
describes the geology of the Great Basin dragged/handcarts over stoney and
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frozen ground,/Often opened and
shoveled in a mound/Upon women and
children or the man who lagged/In his
shafts only on the day he sagged/In
death on the crosspiece: Zion
bound. "--to the rollicking "Ethan Allen
Captures Fort Ticonderoga": "All the
wine from British cellars went to dampen
their thirst./Not a drop of blood was
splattered, but their bellies near burst."
The book is laced with tribute to human
beings, to earth and her seasons, to the
complexities--humorous and sad--that
living presents us. And Hart, carefully,
subtly, has constructed his art to make us
feel the significance of those tributes. A
fine craftsman, he injects ease into the
tension of rhythmic, rhymed verse while
remaining tensed for the control of free
verse, moving within each forrn with
skill and grace. Sound echoing sense,
the poems stir botlh emotion and
intelligence. I most enjoy them when
reading aloud; listen to the simple
opening stanza of the book from "I.
Arrival": "Nobody wanted this
place:/Spaniards saw it and turned
back:/Trappers endured the taste/Of
salt in the wind for the fur pack/Or love
of space."
Readers of To Utah must be as flexible as
the poet, for where one poem may leap
with musical simplicity from the page,
others, such as "Oceangoing", require
serious study and a mind able to
penetrate the philosophic and emotive
currents. It is a book with unexpected
turns. The opening collections "To
Utah" and "Seventeen Seventy-five" on
the pioneers and patriot fathers do not
prepare us for the bite of "When all has
been given" or the calm pathos of
"Conclusions." Three things remain
consistent throughout: the tightness of
the language usage, the music of the
word-sounds as they are braide.d and
intertwined round one another .on the
page, and the resonant humanity that
informs nearly every poem. It is an
unpretentious book made for
re-reading, one of the finest volumes to
be produced by a local poet.

volume reads true to his statement. It is
like a visit through the fragmented,
groping., ultimately crystallizing
thoughts of one man’s mind as he strives
to make sense of our confusingly
beautiful and horrifying world.
Clark’s poetry is highly introspective,
dealing oftentimes wiih death and
suffering--as he tries to come to terms
with his mother’s prolonged agony from
arthritis or the irony o1: his childhood
Bishop’s death beneath the grain of a
burst silo. Throughout, he struggles to
reconcih: the most galling of religious
paradoxes: the existence of human
anguish and the reali~ of God’s love.
The resolutions and peace that he arrives
at, and offers to his re¢~ders, are neither
saccharine nor bitter b"at carry the taste
and texture of one person’s honestly
examined experience.
As I readL Moods of Late, however, I
wondered if Clark might have made his
private tlhought more powerfully
accessible to others by devoting greater
attention to "the tight play of words." I
would have liked more economy in word
usage and that careful (:rafting of sounds
and rhythms that distinguishes (at least
in my mind) poetry frem prose--the
force to be found in the coupling of
language and music. His few sonnets
work well, especially "Sonnet: To
Peace" and the delightful "Astronomy."
Clark and his daughter listen to a
scientist .describe atom:~c creation and the
mind-blowing immensity of the
universe:
Ten million years, four gasses free, and
energy:
Amino acids, replicating, come alive!
The what, the how, he tried to tell; the
why?
He left to us. My daughter, still not five,
Restive. in her hour, her foot of space,
Stretched up and planied kisses on my
face.

The theological significance of
parenthood is given immediacy with
subtlety and ease. In other, usually flee
verse, poems he takes a more frontal
approach, spelling out clearly the
Dian Saderup
conclusions he has reached, as in
"Benign Tumor," which describes the
ordeal of a son’s brain surgery: "(The
Moods: of Late
tumor was) Benign enough to lead us all
Marden Clark
to fast and pray/Benign enough to draw
Brigham Young University Press, 1980
great waves of energy/sustaining
81 pages; $5.95
energy fr.om prayers through
"I have tried to respect fully my verbal
faith/Benign enough to give us faitht to
give us miracle/to give us you/Benign
medium. But I have often been more
enough to show us God." I generally
interested in the catching through
prefer that the sense and mood created
language of an experience or a
relationship than in the tight play of
by a poem suggest rather than state
words," says Marden Clark in the
meaning, but other readers may find this
preface to Moods: of Late. The meditative collection, refreshing in its directness.

Whatever the preference, Moods: of Late
is an interesting--at times poignant, at
times funny, at all times deeply
personal--journey through the thought
and life of one man. And that’s a rare
thing to find.

also be a humbling one, as you see the
author’s deft presentation and realize
the depth of his research.

After his death, I inherited a number of
his books. When his daughter, Marjorie
Gray, suggested that I write his
I knew Nicholas G. Morgan, whose
biography, I had to decline because of
house was next door to that of my
sister-in-law on Olympus Drive in Salt prior commitments; luckily for her, my
Dian Saderup
friend from BYU days took over. Jean
Lake City. They were on
Paulson is a professional
DIAN SADERUP has published poetry, short
borrow-a-cup-of-sugar terms, and on
stories and essays in Sunstone, Dialogue, BYU
meeting Nick and Ethel, I was pleased to newspaperman, author, and currently a
BYU faculty member and assistant
Studies and other publiications. Currently she
accept his invitation to accompany him
executive editor of the Daily Universe. He
is a student at BYU.
to priesthood meeting. It’s a bit
did a superior job with the
uncomfortable walking into a strange
biography--and did it without my
ward
alone
and
introducing
yourself
as
a
Nicholas Groesbeck Morgan: The Man
well-known caustic asides. In short, I
Utahn who has been visiting California
Who Moved City Hall
like.
since
1932
but
is
glad
to
be
home
again.
Jean R. Paulson
Provo: Press Publis]~ing Limited, 1979 On Sunday morning Nick Morgan drove I admire professional work--pace, style,
his Cadillac from next door, I got in, and taste, imagery, emotion, dramatic
194 pages; $6.95
he took me to the local meeting house,
progression, the intangibles of literary
It is a curious experience, reading a book which was just around the corner. This
craftsmanship. You will find it here. Jean
which you might have written. It can
was the Morgan style, first cabin all the
Paulson never tells about things; you are

A high quality reproduction of the original Hebrew grammar manual written by J. Seixas and
used by Joseph Smith in the School of the Prophets will soon be available at a surprisingly
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C. Zucker can be purchased for $12 plus postage.
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there; you are into the scene in the first
paragraph of each chapter.
And he has done his homework. There is
research behind every line. So many
Utah biographies are simply "mug’"
books--glorifying the image, or mug, of
the subject--that I once contrived a
standard biography to fit all mugs simply
by filling in a few blanks left for vital
statistics. Nick Morgan, however,
emerges as an individual and an
individualist.

income $25 a month in tithing orders.
Young Nick was the man of the family
and early showed his business acumen.
The Salt Lake Temple was under
construction, a great tourist attraction.
Nick bagged samples of granite chips
and hawked them. He went int~o the
produce business, paying the younger
siblings 10 cents a day to help cultivate
vacant lots and selling his vegetables on
Market Row.

their wedding trip, where Swift & Co.
slaughtered 100 pigs and 60 beef a
minute. From that time on, Nick never
really enjoyed meat.

In a book crammed with anecdotes, we
see Nick Morgan become wealthy, while
using his means and influence to foster
the arts and prese~ce Utah’s pioneer
heritage. He sponsored books such as
Albert L. Zobell’s Sentinel in the East:’ a
Biography of Thomas L. Kane, and
With this sort of initiative, Nick: Morgan biographies of Eliza R. Snow, Florence
His life is a rags-to-riches saga, the
kept the family afloat, worked his way Jepperson Madsen, and of his father,
John Morgan. He endowed the Utah
Horatio Alger story come true. When his through University of Utah, and,
State Historical Society with oil, gas, and
father, John Morgan, died, leaving three deciding to be a lawyer, received his
mineral leases and royalties, and, in the
young widows, Nick was eleven years
degree at Georgetown University. As a
old,. with five younger siblings in his
clerk in the War Department, salary $900 name of his father,, donated most of its
mother’s family. From a fifteen-room
a year, he sent for the girl he left behind excellent library.
house they went to a two-room shack,
and married the beautiful Ethel Tate in But most noteworthy of all was saving
sleeping on the floor, the mother’s
Chicago. They visited the stockyards on the historic City Hall. Morgan had been
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devastated by the ruthless destruction of
pioneer architecture.. In the name of
progress, the wrecker’s ball had
demolished the old Salt Lake Theater
(and for years a grotesque service station
shaped like an airplane occupied the
site). The Gardo House, residence of
Church presidents and a classic example
of pioneer elegance when built for
Brigham Young’s favorite wife and
known as Amelia’s Palace, was
demolished the same year. The historic
Social Hall, site of pioneer festivities, fell
to the march of progress. And now the
original City Hall, dedicated in 1866, was
scheduled for demolition as a site for a
new Federal building.
The City Hall had housed the governor’s
and mayor’s offices and was
headquarters for the police, recorder,
treasurer, territorial library, city
attorney, and the adjutant general of the
Nauvoo Legion. The structure was of
sandstone, with a severe and classic
beauty of line that withstood the
vagaries of building fashion. It was
square, 60 by 60 feet, two stories high,
with a white picket balcony around the
top and a domed octagon tower rising
from the center of the roof. Restored, it
could be a priceless pioneer relic.
Morgan, representing Sons of Utah
Pioneers, vainly sought to save it.
Then came the inspiration to move it,
stone by stone, and restore it at a site
near the State Capitol. A great idea, but
who would raise the money? And so as
the wrecking balls and bulldozers
prepared to demolish the early home of
the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of territorial government,
Morgan sent a poem to President David
O. McKay: "Skilled workmen’s hands
will soon be tearing down strong stately
walls./The famous dome of City Hall
soon will be of the dust./The most
historic civic landmark of our western
land/Will soon be gone~for that our
countenances with shame should
blush .... "
Perhaps not great poetry, but its four
stanzas had feeling. Morgan’s phone
rang. "I like your poem," McKay said.
"Let’s save Old City Hall--but don’t
have it cost more than a quarter million."
Perhaps the book’s title should be The
Man Who Licked the City Hall.

and
With the May 5 statement by the First
Presidency opposing the deployment of
the MX missile in the Great Basin, the
Church was again center stage in the
arena of national politics. It became clear
that the Church intends to continue
speaking out on contemporary problems
that face society--as is its right and
responsibility. But the battle lines drawn
during skirmishes over the Equal Rights
Amendment were suddenly blurred.
Some of those who had applauded the
Church’s public opposition to ERA felt
that this time the hierarchy was exerting
unwarranted and unwanted influence
on political questions. Conversely, some
who criticized the Church position on
ERA found themselves comfortably
hailing the message as a statesmanlike
critique of a fundamentally moral issue.
The national press had similar
difficulties in pinning down the meaning
of the Mormon pronouncement. Though
the views expressed in the statement
unquestionably pushed the Church
toward the mainstream of American
Christianity rather than its periphery,
most coverage of the statement was not
laudatory. Predictably, the military
criticized the statement. But others, such
as Carl Rowan and the editors of The New
York Times, maintained that the
Mormons had produced a self-serving
document which criticized the missile
only because it would be built in the
Church’s back yard.
Certainly, the final impact of the

statement on national politics and
internal Mormon struggles is impossible
to ascertain at this point in time. But I do
feel that critics have been short-sighted
and have missed important immediate
ramifications which I find--both implicit
and explicit--in the First Presidency
message.
The May 5 statement is evidence, I am
convinced, of the growing apprehension
on the part of the leaders of the LDS
Church with the worldwide threat of
nuclear holocaust implicit in the
spiraling arms race. The Church’s most
recent message of concern with the
"terrifying arms race" and the
construction of "vast arsenals of nuclear
weaponry" with power to destroy
civilization and produce "suffering and
misery of incalculable extent" builds
upon and enhances positions taken by
the First Presidency at Christmas and
Easter. Moreover, such views are
consistent with earlier Church
pronouncements. A different First
Presidency--George Albert Smith, J.
Reuben Clark, and David O.
McKay--professed similar sentiments in
a 1946 statement about Universal
Compulsory Military Training. At that
time, the First Presidency not only
attacked the concept of a peacetime draft
but also spoke out against the
concomitant evils of exposing
"impressionable" young people to the
dangers of military life and military
thinking by placing them in an

Samuel W. Taylor
SAMUEL W. TAYLOR. is one of the most well
known Mormon writers. He has authored 15
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Nothing and Rocky Mountain Empire: The
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environment where they will "not only
(learn) the way to kill, but also in too
many cases, the desire to kill," and
where they will be taught to "believe in
the ways of war."
This earlier statement, much like the
contemporary MX position, raised the
larger issue of the dangers inherent in
building a great war machine in the
name of national defense and security:

Statement of The First Presidency
on Basing of the MX Missile

We have received many incluiries concerning our feelings; on the proposed
basing of the MX missile system in Utah and Nevada. After assessing in great detail
information recently available, and after the most careful and prayerful
consideration we make the following statement, aware of the response our words
are likely to evoke from both proponents and opponents of the system.
First, by way of general observation we repeat our warnings against the
By tho creation of a great war machine, we
terrifying
arms race in which the nations of the earth are presentlIy engaged. We
shall invite and tempt the waging of war
deplore in particular the building of vast arsenals of nuclear weaponry. We are
against foreign countries, upon little or no
provocation; for the possession of great
advised that there is already enough such weaponry to destroy in large measure our
military power always breeds threat for
civilization, with consequent suffering and misery of incalculable extent.
domination, for empire, and for a rule by
Secondly, with reference to the presently proposed MX basing in Utah and[
might and not right.
Nevada, we are told that if this goes forward as planned, it will involve the
By building a huge armed establishment, we construction of thousands of miles of heavy’ duty roads, with the building of some
shall believe our protestations of peace, and
4600 shelters in which will be hidden some 200 missiles, each areaed with ten
peaceful intent and force other nations to a
warheads. Each one of these ten nuclear warheads will have far greater destructive
like course of militarism, by placing upon the
potential than did the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
people of the earth crushing burdens of
We understand that this concept is based on the provisions of a treaty which has
taxation that with their present tax load will
never been ratified, and that absent such a treaty, the proposed installation could be
hardily be and that will gravely threaten our
social, economic, and governmental systems. expanded indefinitely. Its planners state that the system is strictly defensive in
concept, and that the chances are extremely remote that it will ever be actually
We shall make of the whole earth one great
employed. However, history indicates that men have seldom cr¢.ated armaments
military camp whose separate armies, headed
that eventually were not put to use.
by war-minded officers, will never rest till
they are at one another’s throats in what will
We are most gravely concerned over the proposed concentral.-ion in a relatively
be the most terrible contest the world has ever
restricted area of the West. Our feelings would be the same about concentration in
seen.
any part of the nation, just as "we assume those in any other area so selected would
have similar feelings. With such concentration, one segment: of the population
In summarizing their views, Presidents would bear a highly disproportionate share of the burden, in lives, lost and property
Smith, Clark, and MCKay noted: "What destroyed, in case of an attack, particularly if such were to be a saturation attack.
this country needs, is a will for peace, not
Such concentration, we are informed, may evelq~ invite attack under a first-strike
war. God will help our efforts to bring
strategy on the part of an aggressor. If such occurred the result would be near
this about." Such an expression is in
annihilation of most of what we have striven to build since our pioneer forebears
harmony with the words of the May 5
first came to these western valleys.
statement which proclaims: "With the
Furthermore,. we are told that in the event of a first-strike attack, deadly fallout
most serious concern over the pressing
would be carried, by prevailing winds .across much of the nation, maiming and
moral question of possible nuclear
destroying wherever its pervasive cloud touched.
conflict, we plead with our national
Inevitably so large a construction project would have an adw.rse impact Ol~t
leaders to marshal the genius of the
water resources, as well as sociological and ecological factors in the area. Water has
nation to find viable alternatives which
always been woefully short in this part of the West:. We might expect that in
will secure at an earlier date and with
meeting this additional demand for water there could be serious long term
fewer hazards the protection from
consequences.
possible enemy aggression which is our
We are not adverse to consSistent and stable pop,ulation growth, but the influx of
common concern."
tens of thousandg of temporary workers and their families, together with those
It wouldbe too smug to say that since the
involved in support services, would create grave sociological problems, particularly
when coupled with an influx incident to the anticipated emphas:is on energy
Prophet has spoken the MX debate is
over. It is not. There are powerful forces development.
Published studies indicate that the fragile ecology of the area would likewise by
in this state, and across the nation, that
adversely affected.
are urging deployment of MX. In terms
We may predict that with so many billions of dollars at stake ~’e will hear much
of the First Presidency’s statement on
talk designed to minimize the problems that might be expected and to maximize the
MX, one should be careful not to read
economic benefits that might accrue. The reasons :for such portrayals will be
more into it than is there; or to read, less
obvious.
into it than is there. Personally, I would
Our fathers came to this western area to establish a base from ,which to carry the
have preferred a total rejection of NiX
gospel of peace to the peoples, of the earth. It is ironic, and a denial of the very.
anywhere, at any time, under any
essence of that gospel, that in this same general area there should be constructed a
circumstances. Still, the First
Presidency’s views should be applauded mammoth weapons system potentially capable of destroying much of civilization.
With the most serious concern over the pressing moral question of possible
not only for their opposition--albeit
nuclear conflict, we plead with our national leaders to marshal the genius of Lhe
limited--to MX, but because they have
nation to find viable alternatives which will secure at an earlier date and with fewer
established a precedent whiclh leaves
hazards the protection from possible enemy aggression which is. our common
open the possibility of future opposition
concern.
to the arms race and nuclear holocaust.
John Sillito
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